
Discover Italy while playing golf!

Golf & Prosecco 
a perfect combination



Golf & Prosecco
a perfect combination
Prosecco is today an internationally famous 
brand. A wine rightly appreciated all over the 
world for the surprising versatility that makes it 
easy to match with a multitude of dishes as a 
great choice for every occasion. Its aromatic and 
delicate taste also makes it a widely accessible 
wine, while remaining a wine that is anything but 
obvious.

An unforgettable all-inclusive holiday, rich in 
premium activities, such as prestigious wine 
tasting sessions held in select, renowned 
wine-producing cellar, but also private visits and 
dinners hosted in marvellous, exclusive locations 
alongside moments of priceless relaxation while 
observing at the lush panoramas of one of the most 
beautiful areas of Italy.

Programme
- 3 nights in a double room + breakfast at Tenuta Contarini 
- 1 dinner in characteristic restaurant, tasting typical local products, water and wines included
- 2 dinners at Tenuta Contarini, water and wines included
- 1 Visit in winery with tastings (wines, local specialties)
- 1 x 18-hole green fee at Cà della Nave Golf Club
- 1 x 18-hole green fee at Cansiglio Golf Club



Cansiglio Golf Club

Founded in 1958, Cansiglio is the second oldest Golf Club in 
the Veneto Region. Situated in the second Italian forest at 
1027 meters above sea level in the beautiful Alps, the 
course is considered one of the best mountain course in all 
of Europe.

The Golf Club Cansiglio, awarded by the Italian Golf Federa-
tion for its biodiversity, is made of eighteen holes that 
developed from the original design of the British architect 
John Harris. The course is in links-style, naturally waved 
and surrounded by trees.

Golf players are always astonished by the beauty of the 
course and by the spectacular views. Beginners, advanced 
players, and friends are always welcomed at Golf Club Can-
siglio.

Ca’ della Nave Golf Club

The first of the three golf courses designed 
in Italy in the late 80s by the famous US 
Golf Champion Arnold Palmer, well-known 
designer of golf courses in the world, inspi-
red by the nearby Venice spreading the 27 
holes of water obstacles.

Arnold Palmer created a top-level course, 
both in the technical and aesthetic result, 
giving birth to an 18-hole "champion" par 72 
of 6350 meters and to an "executive" of 9 
holes. 

The large bunkers scattered along the fairways and in defense of large and 
fast greens, are harmoniously inserted between the vegetation and the 
water in the wide horizons of a technical and suggestive path.

Peculiarity of the field is given by the abundance of water obstacles created 
with artificial lakes that affect as many as 12 of the 18 holes, the consistent 
presence of large bunkers American, from the technical aspects and the 
pleasantness of the surrounding landscape that count it among the best 
competition fields made in Italy



Tenuta Contarini
Villa Clementina

Elegance and style are the features of this 
historic 19th century villa surrounded by the 
vineyards of the Tenuta Contarini in the heart of 
the Prosecco DOC wine zone. 

Conegliano is still described today as “the Pearl 
of Veneto” for the beauty of the city and natural 
scenery that surrounds it as well as to the 
parcels which have helped make it famous worl-
dwide for Prosecco.

Tenuta Contarini is an integral part of this territory that each 
season acquires different colors and shades to give the look always 
new and intense emotions. The estate with its twelve hectares of 
vineyards contributes to honor the title “cradle of Prosecco D.O.C.G” 
that the territory of Conegliano has gained over the years, helped 
by a unique geographical location of its kind in conjunction with the 
work of expert wine makers.

Walking along the streets of Tenuta Contarini will not be difficult to 
be enraptured by the beauty of the park, by the fragrance and 
colors of the beautiful rose bushes or the unexpected encounters 
with deer, squirrels, hares and many other animal species.

The Farmhouse

An avenue of ancient linden trees leads to Villa 
Clementina, an ancient residence converted to 
country accommodation, an ideal place for an 
unforgettable stay made delightful by nature, 
culture, sport and delicious traditional food and 
drink.

The 10 comfortable rooms in the villa are all 
furnished with antique furniture and are provi-
ded with all the services essential to a pleasant 
stay, whether you’re on business or holiday.



Terms and conditions

Price does NOT include:
- Flight
- Tips
- Visitors’ tax to be paid on-site
- Entrance fees to museums 
- Insurance cancellation
- Customised beauty treatments in the SPA
- Sun lotions

Extras on demand :
- Car Rent
- Private transfer with car or VAN (with driver)

The choice of the locations and any variations to the programme are made by the management/organisation 
depending on the relative availability and/or in the event of bad weather conditions. 
The programme may be subject to change due to organisational logistics.
Please let us know if you suffer from allergies, intolerances or any other major medical conditions or follow any 
particular dietary regimes (vegetarian, vegan, etc.)
All the I4G Experiences have been conceived by Italy4golf yet are developed and managed by selected local tour 
operators to make sure you get the most out of your golfing holiday.

Booking & Payment
Booking  Confirmation by payment of 35% of the amount.
Balance  Within maximum 30 days from the beginning of the stay.

Cancellation Fees Up to 45 days   no Fee
   From day 44 to 30 35%
   From day 29 to 15 70%
   From day 14  100% 

Local Travel Agency
I VIAGGI DI RACHELE SRL VAT N°/TAX CODE: 0375566
Technical Management: Morandi Rachele
SCIA (Certified Notice of Commencement of Business Activities)
Province of Mantua n. 41419 dated 28th August 2015
Mondial Assistance Insurance Policy N° 188814
Guarantee Fund N° 6006000546/A

ITALY 4 GOLF
www.italy4golf.com

Italy4Golf
Italy4golf is an innovative start-up business that is establishing a network of golf clubs, hotel facilities, 
wine and food companies and Italian cultural-touristic enterprises in order to propose a varied,
complete and appealing tourist offer to foreign golfers.
Therefore, Italy4golf’s aim is to promote Italy overseas by proposing solutions and integrated pathways 
linking the Golf, Hospitality, Wine and Food, Entertainment and Culture sectors.

If INTERESTED in this Experience, mail to : experiences@italy4golf.com


